The thing with the enemy is quite simple. They are by nature, sly, weak, disgusting, dishonest and spiteful. Always jealous, full of hate, demands and poison to feed anyone, even their own. At the same time, their weakness has made them deceptive, cunning and above all, always aim for the preservation of its own kind. Unlike Gentiles, who aren't even thinking about their kind, as for instance, let's say, Arayns, who are carrying the weight of all the wars the jew pulls out on Humanity, or how they carry the weight of the "immigruntz" who are just jewish battalions that are meant to Islamize and destroy the West.

The jew is a warmonger. They have always been, and they will forever be. Amongst the other gifts of this race, is the ability to steal, confuse and pass down as their own, what other Races have done or created. On the other hand, the jew is never brave, is a snitch, by nature a parasite. To mention a recent event, I guess who kills people in a hospital during supposed war, or throws grenades into schools, just to laugh about it.

Also, you know the church and stuff. Always, persecuted. Always mistreated. Somehow, the predators, are predators by the mercy of the people. Only recently they went in the front to tell the Goyim that they attack them for centuries to no end. And because the Goyim can't cope with the reality the jew created for them, they are unaccepting. So be it then, let's mourn more dead people, or wake up, finally?

To understand the jew, is nothing of rocket science, but to understand the jew. The jew cannot be understood merely by logic, simple perception, or mere expectation of what one expects them to be. One has to really allow their mind open. Centuries upon centuries of blood, wars that have literally destroyed Humanity, oppressive systems of death and decay, diseases and curses unheard of in all the history of Humanity, total destruction of all sorts of orders- this is the jew. This is what their nature breeds.

The enemy of course, calls everyone else what they themselves, are and do. This is part of their deceptive game, to fool those who don't have knowledge about them, or are stupid enough to believe them. They are excellent liars. Without lying, they could never survive. Lying is as pronounced to the jewish race, as any other Racial trait people share.

Now all of you here who know history, and except of that, have an eye to see for yourselves, who will see the Aryans are nothing like the monsters the eternal propaganda of the enemy preaches. The only thing about the Aryan, is that they do
not tolerate slavery for themselves or for anyone else. If anything, these people as a majority aren't an evil people, at all. They are just the race of civilizers. They are also brave people.

Even against one another, instigated upon jewish wars and jewish programs, they have been brave. One thing the Aryan did except of what every other Race did, is wake up to the jew. Most serious Ancient peoples were also aware of this fact, which the enemy tried to bury under all evidence. But they brought it up again. In this way, and through their sacrifice, we stand a chance of fighting back collectively about the jew.

The enemy claims what they call as the "Kabbalah". As all of you here know, and the spiritually studied ones do know, all this started in the Middle East and it was handed down by the Gods as knowledge, straight to their descendants. This is stolen from the Norse Tree of Life, Yggdrasil, this started in Sumer, etc. Most of you here know the story. Like the Talmud was stolen from Babylon, the same thing was stolen from the Far East, which the jews of course present it as their own, after they have decimated the people from who they stole it out of existence. There are dead races whom the enemy on their own testifies of having wiped out, after a long list of obviously all Races on the planet who even remotely go against them. Its always a racial war for them.

So "KABBALAH" is also written as "QABBALA". Q is a K sound. Most of you know this originated in Egypt, because Egypt was basically Sumer minor. The Egyptians write of their history as having migrated from the East, to where they ended up. As all of you know as well- Meditations and such raise the consciousness, mind, the power, they make people feel good, they break blockages in the mind, and they make people intelligent. This creates a pattern, which ties into general improvement of anything, not just the personal self. The Egyptians preserved things in stone, so that the knowledge handed to them by the Gods, would never cease to exist, so that all generations would have this.

Part of this knowledge was the Qabbalah, or other writings who have of course been corrupted, destroyed and malformed into jewish nonsense. The Egyptians followed their Aryan eternal culture, and in doing so did their own part in giving civilization to the rest of the world, part of which is Spirituality. And the jew followed their own eternal culture, that of sticking to the tail of other Races, to further put them in decay, steal what they produce, then try to conquer them or destroy them, then move to the next target.

Another thing, Rabbis are the most studied and indepth knowledgable people of the jewish race. Especially when it comes to the lies of this Ovadia Yosef, who are the equivalent of a "pope" in Israel. (A poop probably, since this is the most divine thing to the jewish mind anyway)
“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel.” - Rabbi Ovadia Yosef

In Egyptian, Qibbilah means "Peaceful". This should explain the above. The enemy of course, even after the Aryans have taught peace and tranquility, power and knowledge to the people, and civilization, in accordance to the laws of nature. This is the only way anything can advance in the longterm, moreso Humanity, this is why Adolf Hitler did all he could to maintain peace under any condition. The Kabbalah produces peace in the mind and the Soul.

This still exists in the east, or basically, in all meditation classes and people who know Yoga, however watered down it may be compared to then. Its still better than no knowledge. Well, up to 1900, most people in the west were totally oblivious about Yoga, or any other spiritual discipline. Thanks jews. If one goes centuries back, people couldn't even study or write their own name, in most places of the world. Its only these times, that life has started to be livable and more than the life of an animal. These ideas came from the Aryan world and they were implemented in the West, by people who revolted spiritually, ethically and physically against the jews.

But of course, all of this, same as the persons susceptible to even be the resisting descendants of people who knew such knowledge, are always on the scope of being executed by jewish hand. Because they just want the Middle Ages, or worse, for Humanity. What they want is simply in the bible. "The World Must Be Destroyed..."
for the jews to reach eternal life", is the phrase that explains all the bible. Of course. The jewishness of Islam, Xianity and all other "religions" are boiling down to the fact they are all malformed into the same core, which is the core of what the jews want the Gentiles to believe in. There is no spirituality in these religions. So there is only war, blood and destruction, all of which benefit the jews for their goals.

The jew was taught the art of peace, and what they did with it, is weaponize it to make the people go extinct, then brag about it, so on, so forth. The Aryans taught them morals and law, and they perverted the laws into nonsense that only binds people. Aryans taught humanity compassion and mercy (The jews have survived by the mercy of Aryans, which they boast about everywhere, as they consider this weakness) and they turned this into christianity, a program that debilitates and weakens the Soul and the Spirit so much, so that one becomes enslaved. "Taught" is not the correct wording, as the Aryans taught pretty much all other Races on the planet as well, in their "passing" from their midst. Then, they returned to where they were. The long chain of this knowledge starts with the Gods themselves.

The jew following their eternal hatred, they did all they could to maintain war, confusion and chaos. Middle Ages, Civil wars, World Wars, Islamic Conquest. It never stops. The everhungry jew warmonger. Who never fights in any war by the way. Nothing advances or evolves in that way in the longterm, in war, and this is why the enemy always wants war, while Gentiles only fight by absolute nessescity. But of course, the jews never felt a part of what is to be "Human" in anyway. The fact that they did not, is evident by their actions, if one is intelligent enough to look at the core.

Whites have proven their love for Humanity. The jew has always proved their hatred for Humanity.

Take the Arabs for instance. They used to have powerful civilizations, until the program of Islam came in place. Now, everything that these people have been trying to create, is being destroyed. The Aryan of course pays the price and both are used to co-extinct one another. The jew laughs on the corner, hoping to never be discovered.

The jew ideologies like Marxism, or Communism, or Feminism, how many they have killed? Feminism is like almost totally responsible for what Europe is now undergoing. For instance so many people act freaked out about "Racialism" or "Racial states". Well, the whole history of Humanity has been that way. Still in India, the Racial Caste system is operating, etc. Its not an evil thing. Everyone to their own place, and natural order taking things from there between the people. That simple. It worked for hundreds of thousands of years. Brought peace and harmony, with times that most people just still feel want to return to. Golden Age. The list goes...
Now, what do we have? Just chaos.

Do you wonder why? Because they are, they feel and they know, that they are a different species. They openly claim it. And not just the ordinary nobodies of their race, whose opinion doesn't even matter, but the most prominent of their people. The bible itself, their inner tradition and everything, is built around this concept, on how they are different and divine in contrast to you. Always, in contrast and in relation to someone else. Because on their own, they are living excrement.

"The entire creation [of a non-Jew] exists only for the sake of the Jews." -Rabbi Schneerson

“The difference in the inner quality between Jews and non-Jews is “so great that the bodies should be considered as completely different species.”” -Rabbi Schneerson

The jew was given in to a spiritual culture, and all they did was try to put themselves in the position of "God", weaponize all they learned and formed programs to dump the masses into believing into the jews, instead of the Divine beings that once gave Humanity civilization and all that makes life worth it. This is another obvious egopathic and psychopathological nature, same as a sensless parasite, who has no other purpose than to drain as much as blood as possible before it replicates and dies. It has no other purpose whatsoever. It can't think past that anyway.

This is why they wrote all these books directed against Gentiles, who are against life, against the order of life, against happiness, with the only reason of raising the jew higher. The jews also, like a parasite that steals blood, they steal through complex systems the labors and toil of people. In the mind of the jew, the Gentiles are animals.

It doesn't matter if you send animals to war, if you have made your bets on them. Slaughtering doesn't matter as well. This is the mind of the jew. WW1 and WW2 were just wars of profit. The international jewish element was simply making their profit, with their banking and political, religious frontiers on the front. All of the frontiers. Against the only frontier of resistence.

"Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi and eat." -Rabbi Ovadia Yosef
How will the jew sit like an effendi and eat? By keeping the animals fighting, deprived and overworked. Obviously, the animals don't have to be that intelligent. Just capable enough to pull the basic needs and wants of the jew, let alone strong enough to overthrow the "effendi". So they must be racially interbred and mixed, so the results will be an easily controlled "race", with just barely the ability to work for the jew, until they are wiped out too. Remember, "Goyim", is all on a Racial basis.
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